Bus Passes

In order to keep costs down for individuals using Miami County Transit for a large volume of trips, bus passes will now be available for sale.

A **one week** pass, valid for ten rides is available for the price of **$30.00**. ($3.00 per ride)

A **two week** pass, valid for twenty rides is available for the price of **$55.00**. ($2.75 per ride)

A **one month** pass, valid for forty rides is available for the price of **$100.00**. ($2.50 per ride)

Passes are available for purchase in the Miami County Transit office in the Hobart Center for County Government, 510 W. Water St, Suite 150, Troy, OH 45373

Passes cannot be replaced if lost or stolen. No refunds are available.

Riders will adhere to Miami County Transit rider guidelines.

Passes will be laminated and dated on the front and are valid **ONLY FOR THE SPECIFIED DATE RANGE. First Transit drivers will be responsible for checking the dates on the passes.**

Drivers will need to punch the pass each time it is used. Punches must be obtained.

Agencies are not eligible to purchase, **NO EXCEPTIONS. Remember, tokens are available, but limited to $100.00 per year, per agency.**

Passes can be purchased with cash only. No checks or credit cards will be accepted.

Passes can be used for trips over the county line but will require the additional $2.00 fee be paid.

Due to the risk of fraud, the Miami County Transit office will be the only location able to sell bus passes.